
MICHAEL MIFSUD-SWEENEY
FRONT-END SOFTWARE ENGINEER

EXPERIENCE

Software Engineer  |  Tidbits

JUN  2020 -  DEC 2020, TORONTO, ON

● Launched a SwiftUI/Swift app that included User Authentication
and Firebase Firestore into beta testing

● Communicated engineering trade-offs by assembling documents
and educating none-engineer team members on trade-offs in order
to launch a polished app as fast as possible

● Simplified the codebase by refactoring and using pair-programming
sessions to optimize code

Product Designer  |  Meta Inc.

AUG  2016 - DEC 2018,  SAN FRANCISCO, CA

● Eliminated hundreds of hours of design and engineering time by
designing and helping engineers to implement Interface Guidelines

● Redesigned Facebook Messenger’s Poll experience that led to a
20% increase in poll creation by using thorough explorations,  and
interactive prototypes to elevate feedback from stakeholders

● Educated over forty designers on internal tools by creating
question groups, hosting introduction sessions, and helping to
onboard team members

Product Design Intern  |  Meta Inc.

JUN 2015 - AUG  2015, TORONTO, ON

● Launched redesigned Facebook Charity emails that were seen by
millions of people per day

PROJECTS

Software Engineer | Bored Games

SEPT  2022

● Built a React Single Page Application that allows users to rent out board games
from others in their neighborhood

● Capstone project for BrainStation’s Web Development Bootcamp

Software Engineer | Custom Wordle

JUNE  2022

● Built a website using React and Firebase that allowed users to create and send
their own custom games of Wordle to each other

michaelmifsudsweeney@gmail.c
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PROFILE

I am a former Product Designer
looking to transition more into
front end development. At Meta, I
designed products for millions of
people and was known as detail
oriented, a strong product thinker
and a strong communicator. More
recently I worked to learn Swift
and SwiftUI to get an app called
Tidbits into beta testing.

I’m excited to get into Software
Engineering because I believe I
can combine my talent for design
and my passion for coding to help
build beautiful products fast.

SKILLS

 React, Javascript, SwiftUI, Swift,

Processing, Arduinos, HTML/CSS,

Firebase, Node, React, Express,

MySQL, Agile Development,

Document Object Model (DOM)

APIs, Web APIs, User

Authentication, OAuth, Heroku,

GitHub, Jest

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma

Candidate, Web Development

JULY  2022 - SEPT  2022,

York University  | Bachelor of
Design

SEPT  2012 - 2016,
TORONTO, ON

Courses in print, web and app
design with a focus on app design
and data visualization

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelmifsudsweeney/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelmifsudsweeney/
https://github.com/MichaelMifsudSweeney
https://github.com/MichaelMifsudSweeney



